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Social Security Reform 

Chapter 2: 

A Way to Formalization 



A new model of asset allocation 
in risky and risk-free assets * 

Leszek S. Zaremba 

Systems Research Institute, Polish Academy of Scżences 

Our model concems finding an optima! fractionf" of an initial stake Sto be 
invested in risky assets on each single market system, such as Warsaw Stock 
Exchange, NYSE, etc., which is characterized by a gain of A dollars and a loss of B 
dollars per each dollar invested duririg one period (a week, a month, etc.). If the 

1 
probability of winning equals 2 then each concrete sequence of n trades ( each 

scenario „i" with i gains and (n-i) losses) occurs with probability P; = ( ~) · r" . 

Depending on a scenario and fraction f to be invested in risky assets, the initial 

stake S will increase or decrease to the amount S(l + JA/ (1- JB)"-; during n 

trading periods. Knowing the probabilities of occurence of all scenarios, we 

assume in this model that during n· 211 periods each scenario „i" will occur 
proportionally to its probability. 

Based on this, one can compute the expected finał wealth, EFW(f), after n· 2 11 

sess1ons. 
By a performance index to be maximized the money manager understands the 

average speed of fund growth per n periods during n· 211 periods, called by Vince 
(1990, 1995) the terminal wealth relative, TWR(f) . It can be shown that 

• Intervention at Panel Discussion. 



Social Security Reform: A way to formalization 

TWR(f)=[.J(l+ fA)(l- JB)]", and the optimal fractionf!'=½[~ - ~]. Further, 

A 
TWR(f") depends solely on the ratio B rather than on A and B separately. After 

having computed optimal fractions for each market system, we determine the 
optimal fraction to be traded on two uncorrelated systems simultaneously, 
characterized by the same parameters A, B. Generalizing previous formulas from a 

single System I to the composite system I-II we obtain a formula for TWR1-u (f), 

to conclude that the optima! fraction fi-u to be invested on the composite system 

I-II is the larger root of the equation 

- f2(A - B)AB + f[ ! (A - B)2 - AB]+ (A - B) = O. 

It can be shown that fi-u > f * which suggests the composite system I-II is 

more advantageous than any single one it comprises. Summarizing, investing 
simultaneously on two similar and uncorrelated market systems is more 
advantageous than on any of the two single ones. 
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